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Sewing, even by hand, can be a dangerous business. Sewing machines are strong enough
to pierce right through a finger, something my great grandmother could certainly attest to. Pins
and needles are smaller but still potentially painful devices. Unfortunately, they are necessary in
the process of sewing, and have been known to stab unsuspecting sewing novices, something I
personally experienced. It is jarring to be sewing a seam, carefully making sure the needle goes
through the exact top of the hem, so the stitches can not be seen, then feeling something sharp
jab into your finger. I once managed to impale the needle so far into my pointer finger, that even
when I let go of the needle, the injury managed to hold up the entire swath of muslin I had been
working on. Ignoring the occasional jab, sewing is not a physically challenging exercise, but it
does require a great deal of patience. Sewing is also a hobby that does not require a great deal of
mental exertion. Apart from deciphering the pattern instructions, the process of sewing itself is
very simple. Doing the same small motions for sometimes hours at a time can be tedious unless
you are otherwise occupied with music or some other auditory activity.
Although sewing has largely fallen out of favor with the majority of United States
citizens, it is hardly an unusual hobby, and there are still stores dedicated to providing the
materials needed to create cloth items, which was fortunate for me. There is still a clear gender
bias when it comes to sewing and other domestic hobbies. The store I visited, Joann’s Fabrics,
was staffed solely by women. The images on the box of my sewing machine was of a mother and
her daughter, and much of the imagery on the products in the store featured persons who
presented as female. This could also be seen in the pattern books, where the section of men’s
clothing patterns were dwarfed by the sections for women’s clothes. It was interesting to see a
lack of representation for men, especially since nearly all the customers in the shop were women.
I am sure the long time association between women and sewing strongly influenced the store’s
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clientele, but I did wonder if the fact that the store and its products catered specifically to women
was what kept people who identify as male from entering. The sensory ethnography I worked on
was the sewing of 18th century pocket hoops. I chose this project for several reasons. Firstly, it
was a project that could be done on my own time, not requiring a strict schedule. Secondly,
sewing is something that I have been interested in for some time and I have a fondness for
learning things that I can do independently. As I have never embarked on a sewing project
before, it was a fitting choice for a sensory ethnography project that would help me learn a new
skill.
Sewing has a long history, as it used to be a very necessary skill for several millennia.
The history of home sewing machines, however, is much shorter, with a meteoric rise and
equally impressive fall within half a century. The sewing machine came into popularity during
the 1890’s, lauded as an incredible time saving device, invaluable to women. Early sewing
machines were both expensive and frightening to women of the time, who had never had a
domestic machine marketed for them before. Early models, in the 1860’s were both too bulky
and expensive to use, which, alongside the inherent flaws of the type of stitch used, those earliest
machines used kept the sewing machine from becoming common among average women1. The
creator of Singer sewing machines had the brilliant idea to set up salons where young
saleswomen would teach potential customers how to use the machine. His other strategy was to
give prominent women in the communities he marketed to, discounts as long as they showed
their new machine off to their friends and admirers. This, combined with a payment plan, helped
spread the sewing machines popularity2. This had an obvious effect on the garment industry.
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With the advent of the sewing machine, tailors and other clothes making stores found the need
to outsource work to women in the community had lessened, and took away a source of income
for some women and their families3. Surprisingly, although sewing machines grew popular very
quickly, they went out of fashion just as fast. After the sewing machine’s popularity spiked, it
was no longer a status symbol for a lady to have, and designs changed from machines that would
stand out, to ones that could be disguised as furniture4. As sewing machines began to be
associated with the lower class, the interest in machine and factory made clothes began to take
root, sometime in the 1830’s5. Off-the-rack clothing became the new standard, further cementing
the idea that those who used sewing machines were poor. Stores and magazines that sold sewing
patterns began to market their wares by claiming their patterns could make a dress that does not
look homemade6. The demand for machine made clothing became so widespread, even
professional seamstresses were buying pre made clothes7. By the 1890’s, sewing machines had
fallen completely out of favor. Arriving on the market in the 1860’s, sewing machines only
managed to survive for thirty years in the public eye, and lost favor even faster. There is still a
market for sewing machines, but it is hardly a household necessity. Many in the modern United
States neither have the knowledge nor desire to sew their own clothes.
The project started with the purchase of a pattern at Joann Fabrics. Twill tape, grosgrain
ribbon, off white thread,undyed muslin and plastic boning were also acquired. The next step was
to open the pattern and find which pattern pieces I needed. The pattern was cut out and ironed
flat. The muslin was also ironed, and the pattern pinned onto it. Once the pattern was pinned, the
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muslin was cut with the appropriate spots on the fabric being marked in orange chalk8. This
done, the tops of each of the four cut outs were pleated and pinned in place9. Then, under the
direction and supervision of my mother, the pleats were basted in place, which is sewing loosely
and with a wide stitch, not meant to last, just to hold the pleats in place so the pins could be
removed. This portion of the project was done in Keene, New Hampshire. Going forward, the
rest of the project was completed on the University of New Hampshire campus, in a dorm room.
A new, smaller sewing machine, of lower quality than my mothers, was procured. The first step
once back in the dorm was to thread the machine. In order to do this, a bobbin of the right color
thread was needed. Unfortunately, the sewing machine did not come with an extra bobbin, so the
one already filled with white thread had to be unwound, which was done by hand onto a pencil.
Then the bobbin had to be refilled by the off white thread. This was done by placing the thread in
the spool pin and the bobbin in the bobbin winder, and running the thread through all the
necessary loops. Then the foot pedal, which was too small and light, which made using it
difficult, was pressed and the bobbin was wound. Then the off white thread was run through the
thread guide, into the thread take up and down to the needle. During this time, and when sewing,
the spool of thread stays on the spool pin. The machine threaded, I sewed each panel to its mate,
making two pieces of fabric with a pocket hole10. Then I had to take the thread out of the
machine and hand sew the hems on the bottom of the pocket hoops, after measuring with a ruler
to make sure the hem was five eighths of an inch. The machine had to be re-threaded so I could
sew the twill tape in place11. The boning was cut to size and slid into the grosgrain channels I had
just made. From here on out, everything had to be hand sewed. I pinned and sewed the hems on
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the sides of the panniers, having to rip out my stitches several times and start over because they
were too messy12. The final steps were to add the grosgrain ribbon ties at the same intervals as
the boning13. The waist band was made of twill tape folded in half, and extended to make ties14.
By the time I worked on the waist bands, my stitches had gotten much neater15. With the waist
bands added, I finished my 18th century pocket hoops16.
The sewing project helped me discover the assortment of senses used in sewing, as well
as how different aspects of sewing felt. While this project was completed almost solely by
myself, there were other people who influenced the nature of the project. Firstly, I was helped by
my mother, Sarah, who showed me how to read the pattern and acquire the right materials. She
also helped me pin and sew the pleats, after she gave me a rundown on how to use a sewing
machine. The other help I had in this project was youtube, which I accessed in order to learn how
to do a slip stitch. The atmospheric elements I dealt with were generally uniform throughout the
project. I worked mostly with the natural light that came in my dorm window, although I
occasionally turned on the light on particularly cloudy or rainy days in the interest of time. The
temperature of my room was not altered, and I felt mostly cold from sitting motionless for
extended periods of time.
There were several bodily factors influenced by the project. Starting with exteroceptors,
touch was the most common and varied sense used in sewing. There were a great many things to
touch. Starting with the materials, the muslin cloth used as the base of the project was soft and
thin. It felt a bit flimsy, like a strong tug could rip it apart. The twill tape, like the muslin, was
very flexible and felt soft. The twill tape also had ridges, presumably for added strength, in a
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herringbone pattern. The grosgrain ribbon was stiffer than the muslin and twill tape. The weave
had a straight horizontal pattern and felt smooth rather than soft. Of all the materials, the boning
was the oddest to touch. It was made of a lattice of plastic wrapped in fabric and was stiff enough
to hold a circular shape while being flexible enough to bend completely in half. Texture wise, the
boning felt more like the ribbon than the tape or fabric. The thread felt just like any other thread,
smooth but slightly fibrous. The best analogy, if you are pinching the thread, would be like
holding a group of around six hairs between your thumb and forefinger. The tools of the project
felt very different from the materials. For instance, both the stitch ripper and the dial on the
sewing machine were made of stiff, ribbed plastic. The sewing machine itself, like the bobbin,
was a smooth, shiny plastic, which was typically cool to the touch. There were smooth metal
elements on the sewing machine, which felt similar to the metal of a sewing needle, although the
needle was much smaller. The package holding the pattern was made of stiff paper, hard to rip
although smooth. Similar to card paper, but a little more flexible. The pattern itself was made of
some sort of tissue paper, and like its packaging, felt dry, like it was sucking the moisture out of
your hands whenever you touched it. The most powerful feeling involved in sewing was pain.
Repeated stabbings by pins and needles into the pad of my thumb and forefinger were common
and painful. The worst was getting the needle underneath my fingernail, which generated a great
deal of unpleasant physical feeling.
There were no tastes involved in sewing, but there were sounds. For one, the sewing
machine had a very distinctive noise, even when wearing headphones and listening to music. The
sound was a combination of a whirring noise and a thunk-thunk-thunk sound. The “thunks” were
consistent, always with the same level of noise and in a very specific rhythm. Although not loud
enough to bother those in the rooms surrounding mine, where the sewing machine was being
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operated, the noise was able to cut through my noise canceling over-the-ear headphones even
when music was playing. Other sounds include the occasional quiet “ow” or murmured swear
words when I got stuck with a pin or needle. Hand sewing does not have much sound at all, nor
does threading a needle or the sewing machine. The paper instructions and pattern made crinkly
paper sounds, which was expected. Apart from the loud sewing machine, the strongest noise was
the music I listened to while working on the project. Generally it was the band The
Decemberists, but I also occasionally listened to The Shins.
Like with taste, there were no smells to speak of. If one leaned in very close to the
directions it would smell faintly of paper, but neither the fabric nor the sewing machine had any
scent as far as I can tell. However, there were a great many things to look at. The contrast
between the off white of the muslin and twill tape against the far more yellow grosgrain ribbon
was very obvious, and distressing, as they were all meant to be the same color. The metal pins
and needles, as well as the metal foot of the sewing machine, were all shiny as they reflected the
light. The hard plastic of the bobbin and machine was also shiny, due to whatever plastic they
happened to be made of. The directions for the project were noteworthy, as they were some sort
of grey/brown/green combination that looked exceptionally ugly and nothing at all like the
pattern itself, which was a translucent brown.
Exterior senses, like touch and sight are not the only way a body reacts to an activity.
There are plenty of internal effects sewing can have. Hand sewing brings attention to several
internal functions that are affected by sewing. Firstly, when hand sewing, I ended up sitting
slightly hunched over so I could see the work being done in my lap. After a while, my back
would get sore and I felt as if I needed to stretch. Secondly, after pinching a needle between your
fingers for an extended period of time, your fingers can get sore. Even if they did not get sore,
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after sewing a lot I was acutely aware of the tendons in my fingers, and how they were being
stressed and moved. After touching the directions or the thread, occasionally it would feel like
my hands were becoming dry and I had the urge to use lotion. My fingers or hand would also get
a bit sore holding the fabric running through the sewing machine straight and slightly taunt. After
some time, I would start to feel uncomfortable, like I needed to move or change positions. While
not a strenuous activity, the effects of sitting still for long periods of time were certainly felt. I
would constantly feel like I needed to change the position in which I sat since not moving for too
long made me restless.
There were several conclusions that I could draw from this sensory ethnography
experience. Modern sewing is something marketed mainly towards women, which is a bias
rooted in historical precedent. Women have been assigned seamstress for their households for
centuries, something that only changed with the advent of factory made clothing. Overall, I
found sewing an enjoyable experience and will most likely continue to sew in the future. The
greatest downside, apart from getting stabbed with pins, is the sheer number of tools required to
make even a simple item. From needles to thread, pins to fabric scissors, sewing requires the
learner to spend money. Sewing is not a physically strenuous task, but it does require long
periods of sitting still and repetitive movements. It is an experience that relies mostly on sight
and touch, although there are a few sounds that come into play. Unlike a physical activity, sewing
does not require a great deal of movement but it can still have an impact on your body, like an
aching back from sitting hunched over to look at your work. It makes you more aware of your
fingers and their tendons. No serious injury will occur as long as you keep your fingers away
from the sewing machine needle.
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